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CHARLIE MCCARTHY  BERGEN BERGEN,Help! This 

is awful! Just look at them. I ain’t gonna do it! 

 

comments 

(same pic)EDGAR BERGEN CHARLIE WHAT’S THE 

MATTER ,DON’T YOU FIND THE BAUHAUS 

Inspiring?They did fine art , applied arts, architecture 

and truly believed that changing our build environment   

we could better  our souls  and the world 

 

Charlie MCarthy, This “bettering our souls” is all fine 

and good  and  I liked the Russian revolution , but the 

Bauhaus, that’s a no go 

 

http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&rlz=1G1GGLQ_ENUS334&&sa=X&ei=ZNNaTO2mCIKcsQO04_GtDw&ved=0CCMQBSgA&q=environment&spell=1


(same pic)EDGAR BERGAN CHARLIE, but why? 

Charlie what’s the difference between the Russian 

Revolution and Bauhaus 

 

Profile pic gropius 

 
Walter Gropius  
       
“Architects, painters, and sculptors must recognize anew and learn to grasp the composite character of a building both as an entity and in its separate parts. Only then will their work be imbued with the architectonic spirit 
which it has lost as ''salon art.'' Together let us desire, conceive, and create the new structure of the future, which will embrace architecture and sculpture and painting in one unity and which will one day rise toward 
heaven from the hands of a million workers like the crystal symbol of a new faith.” 
.” 
(prev pic)Vladimir Mayakovsky 
My most respected 
comrades of posterity! 
Rummaging among 
these days’  
petrified crap, 
exploring the twilight of our times, 



you, 
possibly, 
will inquire about me too. 
 
And, possibly, your scholars 
will declare, 
with their erudition overwhelming 
a swarm of problems; 
once there lived 
a certain champion of boiled water, 
and inveterate enemy of raw water. 
 
Professor, 
take off your bicycle glasses! 

 

Charlie McCarthy In a Revolution you get to break 

windows , storm palaces, pull down statues and  maybe, 

get laid.If it doesn’t work in 1905 , you try later,say 1917. 

With these Bauhaus guys everything will have to run on 

time .And  It’s a school! Just look at those guys, they’re 

gonna force you to read  books  

 

 (same pic)W.C. FIELDS Get Laid, BE CAREFUL HOW HARD 

YOU RUB THAT  LITTLE TWIG OF YOURS WHITLING WOOD. IF 

YOU DON’T WATCH YOURSELF YOU’LL BURN  DOWN  BOTH THE 
RED AND BLACK FOREST 
 
CHARLIE MCCARTHY  Fields,you’re  usually so blind drunk that if  
it wasn’t for Johnny Walker you couldn’t tell the  difference 

between red and black 
 
(same pic)Marlene Dietrich Charlie, go ahead an get an 
education! I read Goethe, Sang  with Kurt Weill and shot dice 
with Fritz Lang and Thea Von Harbeau .That’s what I call a liberal 

education 
 
Charlie McCarthy ummmmmmm 



 
Profile pic Fritz Lang 

 
Fritz Lang No Charlie, Just M and Thea was not exactly liberal 

 
 

(same pic)Eloisa auto confirm to Charlie McCarthy 

Thank you for your order Charlie McCarthy.  

M(1931) by Fritz Lang with Peter Lorre 

 

from LACMAFLIX(only for home viewing) 

 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=cIj3Bk0bhL8 

 

comment 

 

Edgar Bergen  Fritz Lang was a great poet 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cIj3Bk0bhL8


 
(same pic)Sigmund Freud Everywhere I go I find the 

poet has been there before 

 

same pic) Edgar Bergen  Charlie, you always amaze me! 

You’re friends with Sigmund Freud ,the inventor of 

psychoanalysis. How did that come to be? 

 

(Same pic) Charlie McCarthy  Well Bergen, if you must 

know the truth, I thought as long as I was going  to let 

someone put words in my mouth without them  seeming 

to say a single  thing, I should go right to the ‘horse’s 

mouth”. 

 

 

(same pic)Gustave Flaubert Everything one invents is true, 

you may be perfectly sure of that. Poetry is as precise as 

geometry 



 
Sigmund Freud He that has eyes to see and ears to hear may 
convince himself that no mortal can keep a secret. If his lips are 
silent, he chatters with his fingertips; betrayal oozes out of him 
at every pore.  

 

 

 
jpeg 37 

I’d prefer reading at the Getty , a better view and 

landscaping to boot, but they wouldn’t let me enter with 

my ipad. The Getty is strictly Android 

 

comments 

(same pic) William Faulkner  I had the same problem 

with my Mont Blanc fountain pen. They told me they 

were a ballpoint only environment 



 

  

 
pic 7431 

Ok,For Marlene, I’ll be good and give reading a go 

Comments 

Bertolt Brecht profile pic 



 
Bertolt Brecht 

No One can be good for long if goodness is not in 

demand 

 

 

 

Charlie McCarthy All this  food for thought makes me 

hungry , but the food here is lousy and  expensive . Can 

you believe it, Cupcakes and no Donuts?  

 

(Same pic)Nora Charles Cupcakes are the new muffins 

and I didn’t like muffins and dare not serve a cupcake  to 

Asta. He’s strictly  east coast, bagel ,poppyseed,fresh, 



warm not hot ,never toasted ,cream cheese with chives 

on the side 

 

(same pic)Nick Charles  I’ll  pass on cupcakes til they go 

truffle, spiked 

 

 (same pic) Harry Cohn You couldn’t do the carryout 

Kichel from Cantors? 

 

(same pic) Charlie McCarthy they charge double for 

Kichel carryout cause  they say,”it’s fragile, we’re going 

to have to bubble wrap it” 

 

(same Profile pic)Joseph Stalin When we hang the 

capitalists they will sell us the rope we use 

 
 
Bertolt Brecht I wish I had said that 
 

Edgar Bergen Charlie,Enough sitting and thinking of food ! 
Walk around the campus. Get some exercise and  see some   
of those Bauhaus things 
 

 
 
MOV01246.MPG 
 

Comment 
(profile pic)Walter Gropius “Our guiding principle was that 
design is neither an intellectual nor a material affair, but 



simply an integral part of the stuff of life, necessary for 
everyone in a civilized society.” 

 
 
 
Profile pic Freud 
Sigmund Freud The first human who hurled an insult 
instead of a stone was the founder of civilization. 
 
 
   (same pic)  Emma Goldman The degree of a civilization of 
a society  can be judged not by entering their museums, but 
entering its  prisons 
 



 
 
7391 jpeg 
 
Charlie McCarthy  I guess we’re not in Weimar anymore? 
 
comments 



 
 
Profile pic kurt schwitters 
Kurt Schwitters 
http://ubu.artmob.ca/sound/schwitters_kurt/ursonate/Schwitt
ers-Kurt_Ursonate_03_Dritter_Teil.mp3 
 
Edger Bergan  Sounds like how I felt when I went to the 
dentist 
 
 
Kurt Schwitters   Take a dentist  drill ,a meat  grinder,a 
trolley scraper,buses and automobiles ,bicycles,tandems 
and their tires and deform them 
 
 
 

http://ubu.artmob.ca/sound/schwitters_kurt/ursonate/Schwitters-Kurt_Ursonate_03_Dritter_Teil.mp3
http://ubu.artmob.ca/sound/schwitters_kurt/ursonate/Schwitters-Kurt_Ursonate_03_Dritter_Teil.mp3


 
 
 
 
jpeg 32 
 
 
(same profile pic) Audrey Out of the Office Has Left Charley 
McCarthy a voice  message , “Audrey out of the Office 
Cannot return your message because she is out of the office 
at the Bienal del la Habana attending a workshop on  
Curatorial Practice in the  21st Century: Collective Curating 
on the Two”  
 
video, 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZZDQ0vpn0ZM&feature=relate
d 
 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZZDQ0vpn0ZM&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZZDQ0vpn0ZM&feature=related


 



 
 

43jpeg 
W.C.Fields tagged Charlie McCarthy in an Album 
 
Comments 
Charlie McCarthy I never should have switched from scotch 
to martinis 
 
 
Edgar Bergen Charlie ,what happened? You were reading and learning 
about culture and now this……Throwing yourself in the LACMA pool , what 
were you thinking? 
 
Charlie McCarthy Well I was reading about the activation of public space in 
utopias and… 
 
Edgar Bergen  Utopias my eye! You were drinking again with Bill Fields 
!Throwing yourself in the water like that and fully dressed,ipad and all ! 
What utopia is that? 
 
Charlie McCarthy  Anita  Ekberg in La Dolche Vida. Now that’s what I call 
Utopia , a bit  tawdry, but utopia 
 
Edgar Bergen You could have drowned 
 
(Same pic)  Mellisand Scott  “If a man is destined to drown, he will drown 
even in a spoonful of water” 
 

 
Charlie McCarthy  If I woulda  drowned I could have said 
those lines Bill Holden says  from the opening of Sunset 
Boulevard ,”The poor dope - he always wanted a pool. Well, in the end, 

he got himself a pool. “ 
 
Edgar Bergen  Charlie, You can’t talk once you’ve drowned! 
 
Charlie McCarthy Oh yes you can ! Didn’t you see the movie, Voice  Over ! 
And Bergen, what are you here for anyway? 
 

http://thinkexist.com/quotation/if_a_man_is_destined_to_drown-he_will_drown_even/163453.html
http://thinkexist.com/quotation/if_a_man_is_destined_to_drown-he_will_drown_even/163453.html


 
 
 
 
Bergen McCarthy 410921 W W C(radio broadcast) 

 
 
 


